
                                     

   United States Department of the Interior  
          

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

Royal Gorge Field Office 

3028 East Main Street 

Cañon City, Colorado 81212-2731 

 

 
In Reply Refer To:  

 

8300 (COF020, LDS) 

 

 

Colorado Parks and Wildlife 

Trails Program 

13787 US Hwy 85 N. 

Littleton, CO 80125  

 

Dear State Trails Grant Committee: 

 

Attached you will find an application for the 2020/2021 Non-motorized State Trails Grant 

program. The Royal Gorge Field Office (RGFO) is applying for funds to complete a high priority 

trail maintenance project in Guffey Gorge on BLM public land. High visitation in Guffey Gorge 

has impacted the trail with substantial erosion, vegetation loss, and difficult access to the popular 

swimming hole.  

 

If funded, the RGFO will coordinate planning, construction, and visitor education in partnership 

with Rocky Mountain Field Institute (RMFI) to improve the accessibility, sustainability, and 

safety of this trail. Through staff and volunteer assistance, past trail improvements and 

educational efforts have benefited the area. This proposal would continue work with an overall 

emphasis on public safety, resource protection and user satisfaction on a very popular trail. The 

RGFO is committed to the partnership with RMFI to continue maintaining the trail into the 

future.  

 

If you have any questions about this funding request please do not hesitate to call Linda Skinner, 

Outdoor Recreation Planner at 719-269-8732. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Keith E. Berger 

Field Manager 

Royal Gorge Field Office 
 



EXHIBIT A

MAINTENANCE 
GRANT APPLICATION CHECK LIST 

(Return this completed form with your application) 

MANDATORY: 

Signed letter of resolution from Governing Body that includes resources/support 
committed to the project 

Exhibit A – Application 

Exhibit B – Budget (Unprotected Excel CPW form) 

Environmental Forms  

Maps/Photos/Graphics [Separate PDF document(s)] DO NOT combine with application 

Letters of Support (maximum of 5). No letters from clubs, groups or individuals 
specifically working on the project. 

Project should be completed within 2.5 years from receiving grant. 

Required MATCH funding is secured, including CASH match funds. 

CPW Area Manager was contacted about the project by September 8th and applicant has 
discussed the project with them. Note: ALL projects will be reviewed by CPW for wildlife 
impacts. 

Project area is owned by public land agency or has easement that designates the area to 
be open to public outdoor recreation for at least 25 years. 

Formal Environmental Assessment (EA) or NEPA has been completed with final approval 
for the project area (federal lands only, include link to EA). 

Construction projects have been evaluated for required permits and if required, permits 
have been acquired (404 permit, etc.). 

ADDITIONAL PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS: 

Youth Corps or youth organization will be used on the project (name of organization). 

Volunteers will be utilized on the project (name of organization). 



NON-MOTORIZED MAINTENANCE APPLICATION 
Applicant or Organization Name: 

Complete Mailing Address: 

Applicant Lead Contact Name: Title: 

Telephone: Email: Is this the primary contact for 
this grant: � YES � NO 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY – DUNS # (IF REQUIRED): 
PROJECT MANAGER (this person will have day-to-day responsibility for the project)

Name: 

Telephone: Email: 

PRIMARY PARTNER INFORMATION (IF APPLICABLE)
Name: 

Mailing Address: 

Partner Contact Name: Title: 

Telephone: Email: Is this the primary contact for 
this grant: � YES � NO 

ABOUT THE PROJECT 

Project Title: 

Grant Request: $ Match Amount (Min. 30%): $ 

Total Project Cost: $ 
Project Description: Write a 2-3 paragraph description of your project and the expected accomplishments. Be sure 
to include Who, What, When and Where.  This is your scope of work. (This section is not the place to talk about the 
project background, the benefits, the funding, or anything other than the actual work to be accomplished. Please 
address this information in question #1 of the Selection Criteria.) 

WHO?  Who will complete the work and who will oversee the project? Provide a brief description of your community 
or organization, highlighting its mission and purpose. 

WHAT?  Explain what you are going to do or accomplish. What is the goal or the reason for your project? Break down 
the project into a list of specific activities to be completed. These should be quantifiable items that correspond to the 
categories on your budget page. Include quantity or quality as part of your description of work to be performed. How 
long? How many? How many feet? How many miles? What materials will be used?  Is a specific standard or guideline 
being used? 

WHERE?  Explain in detail the location of your project. Where is the project located? What county? What are the 
nearby towns? What National Forest/ BLM Field Office? Provide the names of the trail(s) or trail system and where 
the work will be performed. List the land manager agency or municipality. 

DEFINITIONS?  Please define all acronyms and specialized terms that are used in your project description. 

EXHIBIT A

, Canon City, CO 81212



EXHIBIT A

Project Description

Previous CPW grants awarded (last 3 years) List award year, category and project name





EXHIBIT A

TIMELINE 

Provide a timeline estimate using the following form.  Remember that the project is to be 
completed within two and a half years of the award date. Any proposed changes, including 
extensions or modifications in the project timeline, must be requested in writing and approved in 
advance by the State Trails Program. 

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE ESTIMATE 

TASK 
Jul-
Sep 
2021 

Oct-
Dec 
2021 

Jan-
Mar 
2022 

Apr-
Jun 
2022 

Jul-
Sep 
2022 

Oct-
Dec 
2022 

Jan-
Mar 
2023 

Apr-
Jun 
2023 

Jul-
Sep 
2023 

Oct-
Dec 
2023 

Project Initiation 

Mobilization 

Maintenance Phase 

Administrative Close-Out 
Grand Opening 



EXHIBIT A 

MAINTENANCE GRANT SCORING CRITERIA 
 
All applicants must respond to the following selection criteria questions in ten pages or less. Use 
the numbered blank pages at the end of this section. This application will be scored on a 100-point 
basis. The maximum number of points that can be awarded for each question is shown in 
parentheses. Outside reviewers and State Trails staff will review each project. Projects will be 
ranked according to reviewer and staff scores. 

Grant review subcommittee members review and score grant applications based on the totality of 
information available. This may include not only the answers provided to the application questions, 
but also additional information provided to the review subcommittee from agency staff and 
subcommittee member knowledge and information that is relevant to the proposed project.  
 

Failure to provide a response to any question (unless otherwise noted) will reduce your project’s 
score. Please read and understand all application questions prior to answering. 
Respond in 12-point font. Reference all attachments. 
 

 
SCOPE (15 Points Total) 
 
1. Describe the proposed project including the length/width of trail maintenance, any major 

components necessary to complete the trail such as maintenance materials, under/overpasses, 
bridges, trail heads, trail sections that will be maintained, number of maintenance features, etc. 
– describe exactly what will be maintained and/or built. Discuss the ownership status of the trail 
corridor and any easements or land acquisitions that have been acquired for the trail. Address 
each trail component separately, specifically mentioning its characteristics. Describe the state 
of the existing trail, why it is no longer acceptable, and how it has arrived at its current condition 
it is in. Have trail reroute options been considered for current on-the-ground unsustainable trails 
and trail sections in the project area? If so, describe the length and distance of the reroute and 
the relationship to the existing corridor. Are there plans to decommission and/or restore these 
unsustainable trail sections? Briefly discuss how this project maintains trail loops, links, or 
improves and/or restores trail use and connectivity to other trails, park areas, outdoor recreation 
opportunities, and/or other public recreation and community centers. Please include a few site 
photos and a map of the area. 

 
NEED (15 Points) 
 
2. Describe why this maintenance project is important at this time (resource damage, user safety, 

increased trail usage, etc.) and how this project will meet those needs. What is the Operations 
and Maintenance plan for the project area? Describe how the project will be maintained and 
managed for long-term sustainability. Describe the community this project will serve and 
provide population and economic data. Discuss the significance of the trail segment to users. 
List each user group and estimate their percentage of overall trail use, e.g., bicyclists – 40%, 
hikers – 50%, equestrian – 10%). How did you arrive at those estimates? Describe the project’s 
urgency. Why are CPW State Trails funds necessary to complete this project? What 
opportunities are lost if the grant is not awarded? 



EXHIBIT A 

 
PLANNING/SUSTAINABILITY (45 Points Total) 
 
3. Planning and Prioritization Process (15 points) 

Discuss why this is being pursued at this time. What best management practices were used 
during the planning process to ensure that the trail and its amenities will be sustainable? What 
design practices were used to ensure that the project will meet current and future use levels? 
How were wildlife and natural resource impacts addressed in the planning process? Have CPW 
wildlife specialists provided input or consultation on this project? 
 

4. Financial Sustainability (15 points) 
Is this a multi-phased project, and if so, how many phases is it and how will future phases be 
funded? Has an Operations and Maintenance plan been developed for the project areas? If so, 
please explain the plan in detail. Estimate the annual costs to maintain the project. How did you 
derive at those numbers and how do you intend to fund long-term maintenance? Who will be 
responsible for maintenance? Will funds from the State Trails grant program be requested for 
this trail project in the future? 
 

5. Wildlife and Natural Resources (15 points) 
How were CPW staff engaged in the planning process? How were impacts to wildlife and 
habitat evaluated, avoided, and/or minimized? What factors were considered to avoid large 
blocks of less disturbed sensitive environmental resources such as wildlife habitat or wetlands 
in the planning process? What aspects were considered to evaluate wildlife connectivity across 
the landscape and to avoid and/or minimize the potential for fragmentation? 

 
PUBLIC COMMENT (10 points) 
 
6. Public notification is mandatory for all projects.  Projects without public involvement are 

not eligible for rating. 
What community collaboration has taken place to determine maintenance priorities (regular 
meetings, public meetings, working groups, etc )? How was it determined that this maintenance 
project is a priority for the land management agency and trail users? Describe the public 
planning process that identified the maintenance of this trail(s) as a priority. Summarize the 
feedback received from the public and how it was determined that your constituents want and 
will use the project. Has this project been deemed a priority by any other agencies or given any 
significant designations? Describe any received opposition to the project and how the concerns 
have been addressed. 

  



EXHIBIT A 

ABILITY (15 Points Total) 
 
7. Matching Funds and Partnerships (10 points) 

Discuss partnerships established for this project and their contributions. Discuss the sources of 
matching funds. How much match is secured beyond the required 30%?  How much of it is yet 
to be raised and what are your plans for raising those additional funds? Submit letters of 
commitment/support from landowners and/or funders as a separate attachment (resolution from 
the governing body should include support and resource commitment; a separate support letter 
is not required). Beyond these letters, you may submit up to 5 letters of non-funding support. 
 

8. Contingency/Ability (5 points) 
What other funding sources have been dedicated or are anticipated to be dedicated to this 
project? Will applicant and/or partner funds be lost if State Trails funds are not awarded? If you 
are not awarded State Trails funding, what measures will be taken to complete the project? 
Describe your ability to complete the specific grant transaction(s) that will be necessary to 
accomplish this project. Please provide examples (if any) for grant projects of similar magnitude 
that demonstrate your ability to manage the requested level of grant funding; including the 
project title, grantor, award amount, and year the project was funded. Were the necessary 
reporting and closeout requirements completed in a timely manner? How well was it managed 
from your perspective? 
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1. SCOPE (15 Points Total) 
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2. NEED (15 Points) 
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3. PLANNING/SUSTAINABILITY (Planning and Prioritization Process) (15 points) 
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4. PLANNING/SUSTAINABILITY (Financial Sustainability) (15 points) 
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5. (PLANNING/SUSTAINABILITY) Wildlife and Natural Resources (10 points) 
  

 



EXHIBIT A 

6. (PUBLIC COMMENT) Public notification is mandatory for all projects (10 points) 
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7. (ABILITY) Matching Funds and Partnerships (10 points) 
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8. (ABILITY) Contingency/Ability (5 points) 
 

  





Exhibit B Page 1 of 1

SOURCE OF FUNDS
Date 

Secured

 CPW Trails 
Grant Request 

[A] 

 Total Project 
Match [B] 

Total Funding 
($) [C]

CASH
Non-motorized state trails grant 250,000.00$  250,000.00$  
BLM Deferred Maintenance Account 10/1/2020 200,000.00$  200,000.00$  
BLM Recreation Fee Dollars 10/1/2020 30,780.00$     30,780.00$     

-$                 
IN-KIND
GS-11 BLM Program Oversight 10/1/2020 2,113.60$       2,113.60$       
GS-09 BLM Program Oversight 10/1/2020 1,879.20$       1,879.20$       
Volunteer Support 10/1/2020 4,468.75$       4,468.75$       

-$                 
TOTAL SOURCES OF FUNDS 250,000.00$  239,241.55$  489,241.55$  

[CASH] Description of Work Qty Unit  Unit Price  Total (B*D)  CPW Funds 
 Total Project 

Match ($) 
 Total Funding 

($) 
Balance  

[should be 0]

Contractor-Main trail work 1 each 124,480.00$  124,480.00$  124,480.00$  124,480.00$  0
Contractor-Bridges 2 each 50,000.00$     100,000.00$  100,000.00$  100,000.00$  0
Contractor-Parking Area Improvements 1 each 200,000.00$  200,000.00$  200,000.00$  200,000.00$  0
RMFI Staff-buck and rail fencing/volunteer 
coord. 1 each 50,000.00$     50,000.00$     25,520.00$     24,480.00$     50,000.00$     0
Category 2 - Salary/Wages

-$                 -$                 0
-$                 -$                 0
-$                 -$                 0

-$                 -$                 0
-$                 -$                 0
-$                 -$                 0
-$                 -$                 0

Additional Categories
-$                 -$                 0
-$                 -$                 0
-$                 -$                 0
-$                 -$                 0
-$                 -$                 0

USE OF FUNDS - CASH SUBTOTAL 250,000.00$  224,480.00$  474,480.00$  

[IN-KIND] Description of Work Qty Unit  Unit Price  Total (B*D) 
 Total Funding 

($) 
Balance  

[should be 0]

Category 1 - Contracted Services
 $                   -    $                   -    $                   -   0
 $                   -    $                   -    $                   -   0
 $                   -    $                   -    $                   -   0

Category 2 - Salary/Wages
GS-11 BLM Program Staff Salary 40 per hr  $            52.84  $       2,113.60  $       2,113.60  $       2,113.60 0
GS-09 BLM Program Staff Salary 40 per hr  $            46.98  $       1,879.20  $       1,879.20  $       1,879.20 0
Volunteers 162.5 per hr  $            27.50  $       4,468.75  $       4,468.75  $       4,468.75 0
Category 3 - Materials/Tools
Buck and Rail Fencing Materials 570 ft  $            10.00  $       5,700.00  $       5,700.00  $       5,700.00 0
Signs 12 each  $            50.00  $          600.00  $          600.00  $          600.00 0

 $                   -    $                   -    $                   -   0
Additional Categories

 $                   -    $                   -    $                   -   0
 $                   -    $                   -    $                   -   0
 $                   -    $                   -    $                   -   0

IN-KIND SUBTOTAL 14,761.55$     $    14,761.55 

TOTAL PROJECT COST 250,000.00$  239,241.55$  489,241.55$  
30% REQUIRED MATCH 75,000.00$    

Exhibit B
Budget Form - Project Name: 

CATEGORY 1-Contracted Services     Identify as: Youth Corps, Engineering, Contractor, etc.

CATEGORY 3-Materials/Supplies       Identify as: Signs, crusherfines, native seed, weed barrier, etc.

Guffey Gorge Trail Maintenance



Vicinity and Project Maps 

Map 1 Guffey Gorge Vicinity Map

 



 

Map 2 Guffey Gorge Project Detail Map

 



2020 Grant Chart and Photos 

Graph 1 Visitation for Guffey Gorge 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Example of degraded slope due to the number of visitors using the steep trail. 
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Figure 2 Trail Braiding is occurring as visitors walk side by side or avoid oncoming travel to 
access the site. 

Figure 3 Replace narrow bridge with an 8'bridge. Bridge shown when first installed in 2010. 

Figure 4 Amphitheater location shown in Orange, Blue line shows planned trail maintenance to 
support steep slope. 



Figure 5 Parking area with erosion problems, BLM match will improve parking area. 

Figure 6 Continual over-use has caused erosion of soils and visitor avoidance of rock steps 
creating additional routes as shown on left of photo. 

Figure 7 Parking along the County road has been a cause of complaints to the County Sheriff Dept. 
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	Applicant or Organization Name: BLM, Royal Gorge Field Office
	Email_2: lskinner@blm.gov
	Telephone: 719-269-8732
	Mailing Address: 3028 E. Main Street
	Mailing Address_2: 815 S 25th Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80904
	Partner Contact Name: Jennifer Peterson
	Applicant Lead Contact Name: Linda Skinner
	Title_2: Exec. Director
	Telephone_3: 719-471-7736
	Email_3: jennifer@rmfi.org
	Title: Rec. Planner
	Project Title: Guffey Gorge Trail Maintenance
	Name: Linda Skinner
	Email: lskinner@blm.gov
	Telephone_2: 719-269-8732
	Name_2: Rocky Mountain Field Institute
	Total Project Cost: 489,241.55
	Grant Request: 250,000
	No-2: Yes
	Yes-2: Off
	Required Match: 239,241
	Yes-1: Off
	No-1: Off
	Volunteers: Off
	Enviro forms: Yes
	Exhibit A: Yes
	Signed letter: Off
	Exhibit B: Yes
	Maps Photos: Yes
	Public access: Off
	Match secured: Off
	AWM Contacted: Off
	EA/NEPA: Yes
	Complete 2: 
	5: Off

	Support ltrs: Yes
	Youth Corps: Off
	Permits: Off
	Project Description: The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and Rocky Mountain Field Institute (RMFI) are submitting a trail maintenance grant application for trail work at Guffey Gorge, a.k.a. Paradise Cove (see Map 1). The trail is approximately ½ mile and leads visitors from the day-use parking area to the popular swimming hole and needs maintenance along the entire length of the trail (see Map 2).All work components are designed to address the high volumes of use that the site receives including emergency access and protection of resources. The work includes one re-route, widening of a trail section, hardening other sections with timber steps, installing/replacing bridges and installing fences. The work will be accomplished through a variety of means. Contractors would install the larger components of the project requiring heavy equipment while RMFI staff and volunteers will complete slope stabilization and restoration and other components more suitable for hand work. Contractors will also perform the trailhead upgrades. The timing of project work will coincide with the slower visitation season either in spring or fall 2022. The project area, managed by the BLM, Royal Gorge Field Office is in Park County on the boundary with Teller County. The closest community is Guffey, Colorado.DEFINITIONSBureau of Land Management (BLM) Royal Gorge Field Office (RGFO)Rocky Mountain Field Institute (RMFI)Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado (VOC)Resource Advisory Council (RAC)Rugged Terrain Vehicle (RTV)
	Previous grants: CPW grants awarded to BLM RGFO:2017-OHV Trails Grant, OHV BLM Royal Gorge Crew2019-OHV Trails Grant, OHV BLM Royal Gorge CrewCPW grants awarded to RMFI:1. 2019: Devils Playground Trail Improvement, Phase 1, construction category ($250,000). 2. 2018: Kit Carson Peak - Challenger Point Trail Improvement Project, Phase III, construction category ($209,322.75).3. 2018: Waldo Canyon Public Planning Process, planning category ($45,000).
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	Apr Jun 2022Row16: 
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	Oct Dec 2021Administrative CloseOut: 
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	Jan Mar 2023Grand Opening: 
	1 SCOPE 15 Points: The scope of the project is to improve the trailhead and to perform maintenance on the entire length of the roughly ½ mile access trail with a focus on a few key areas as described below. The trail and trailhead are located on land entirely managed by the BLM. Extensive work has been performed on this trail over the past decade including two large scale Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado (VOC) projects as well as multiple RMFI project days with staff and volunteers. The trail has also been assessed by numerous trail experts. Human use is the main cause of maintenance needs, not environmental factors. Each successive maintenance effort has led to a more direct route with additional steps to accommodate user motivations and behaviors. Efforts have been made to use natural materials such as logs to plug short-cut routes and to delineate the trail. Following each effort, the number of visitors continues to increase, and visitors continue to short-cut the trails even further, degrading the hillside and the established trail (see Fig.1,2).The specifics of the project are as follows: ● Construct a 325’ trail re-route 6’-8’ wide to accommodate two-way traffic and move the trail out of a drainage area. This will also help prevent short-cutting of the trail which currently has several switchbacks and has been difficult to maintain. This will require multiple retaining walls and a handrail.● Widen/harden 650’ of existing trail to an 8’ wide standard accommodating two-way traffic, search and rescue access and minimize impacts to resources. This will also include the installation of fencing in key locations to prevent further widening and trampling of riparian vegetation. Currently search and rescue drives across the creek and riparian habitat in a different location of the trail for rescue responses. Widening this stretch (combined with bridges) will alleviate these extra crossing points and protect the riparian section. Staff has also seen this section of trail widen over the years as visitors pass each other or walk side by side.● Install one new 8’ wide bridge to aid in search and rescue efforts and accommodate two-way traffic along the 8’ wide trail.● Replace one narrow wood plank bridge with an 8’ wide bridge. The current crossing was installed by volunteers in approximately 2011 and was not designed or engineered to accommodate the high volumes of use the site currently sees. It is now in disrepair and in need of replacement at a higher standard and to aid search and rescue (Fig.3).● Install approximately 230’ of 8’ wide timber steps along the final slope leading into the pool/waterfall area. This would partially follow the current trail alignment that has multiple switchbacks and is constantly short-cutted by visitors making the trail hard to follow or find. This will provide a direct trail to the pool alleviating any short-cutting options. Landing zones/wide areas for passing areas will be installed where feasible to accommodate various visitor needs. Equipment and materials would likely need to be transported by helicopter to the worksite.● Develop a tiered amphitheater area at the base of the timber steps to accommodate visitor seating and direct traffic to the timber steps when exiting the pool area. The amphitheater replaces an eroded slope that is continually losing soil due to high volumes of use (Fig. 4).● Barriers and signs will be installed to keep people out of the riparian areas that are currently being trampled.● Rehab and rip rap any slopes that are no longer desired for user travel.● Build up the trailhead with retaining walls and fill to reduce erosion and improve parking. This will include delineating parking spaces to assist with visitor use management (Fig. 5).
	2 NEED 15 Points: Three issues have triggered the need for trail maintenance in Guffey Gorge including significant resource damage, safety of users and rescue professionals, and increased trail usage. These issues are a direct result of high volumes of visitor use. Although the ½ mile trail is a short distance, it contains sustainability challenges including two steep hillside pitches on loose rocky decomposed granite soils (Fig. 6). A large section of trail following Four Mile Creek through a grassy meadow has tripled in width. With a large-scale concerted effort that includes the components described in the scope, the project work will increase safety in addition to reducing future maintenance requirements by adding improved sustainability. Over the past 20 years, visitation records show a steady climb between 2011 and 2019, doubling the numbers from 12,000 to 29,000 at its peak. Increases were prompted by Internet and news stories. In 2020, visitation jumped to 45,000 visitors (see Graph 1). The visitation increase has resulted in denuded hillsides and trail braiding from visitors continually cutting switchbacks, traveling side by side, and stepping aside to let visitors pass. Vegetation and soil loss have increased along the meadow and steep slopes. Continuous release of decomposed granite on the slope proves treacherous on the steep slope. Rocks and boulders have loosened from constant soil movement as visitors navigate down the slope to the swimming hole. The risk of injury to visitors below on the trail and at the swimming hole is a genuine concern. Given that visitors cliff jump here, search and rescue is dispatched to the area approximately 10 times a year. Patient extraction is done by hand, carrying individuals out on the same difficult trail. A few injuries have required helicopter transport which still requires the climb out to reach the helicopter landing area. Search and rescue have continually requested improved access to aid in their efforts. A Rugged Terrain Vehicle (RTV) is used to extract patients and has access to the halfway point in the meadow. However, the RTV cannot cross on the logs or rocks and are crossing through two riparian sections of the creek and driving across the grassy meadow. The bridges are especially desired by emergency staff for access and BLM for resource protection. The swimming hole in Guffey Gorge is the main attraction and the only access is hiking the trail therefore 100% of visitors travel the trail on foot. Data collected from fee envelopes reveals 60% of visitors travel from all over Colorado and 30% from other states with 10% unknown. Staff conversations with visitors indicate most are from the major front range metro areas. A variety of visitor age ranges have been observed with the most appeal for the younger generation. Social media, word of mouth and must-see listings are the main methods of finding Guffey Gorge. Dramatic volumes of use and increases, especially in 2020, triggered the need to make major management changes. Changes include parking area upgrades to delineated parking spaces and consideration of a reservation system to limit visitor numbers. Education has proved to have a positive effect. The site was selected as a Leave No Trace Hot Spot in 2017 and continued education efforts are made by keeping the area staffed in the busy summer season. RMFI is also a committed partner supporting the education piece through an assistance agreement. The combination of education and management solutions is one step toward addressing high visitation impacts. It is hoped these changes will coincide with trail maintenance improvements presenting a higher standard of management to the public. Visitors will be more empowered to care for the area by respectfully staying on the trail. Without this grant, the project will be partially completed, and the trail will continue to degrade to worse conditions. There will be a disconnect of the primitive route within an otherwise highly managed setting. BLM funding is available for parking area improvements; however, the funding source does not allow for trail maintenance. This grant is an essential component to complete the whole package. Overall site renovations along with management changes are key to addressing larger non-trail issues and trail issues that are occurring simultaneously.  
	3 Planning/Prioritization 15 Points: Guffey Gorge visitation was on a steady increase since 2000. The sudden doubling of visitation in the past year gave us a glimpse of future needs as the state’s population is expected to increase. Considering Guffey Gorge is the most challenging and highly visited site in the Royal Gorge Field Office today, the office has prioritized intensive management at this site. Illegal parking, violations of regulations, trash, visitor conflicts, resource impacts along the trail, and upset neighbors highlight the issues related to the concerns raised. In response to these concerns, the BLM is researching options to limit visitor use and upgrading facilities. The trail maintenance project has a key role in changing the recreation setting to address most of the concerns and challenges. In planning the project, trail specialists from around the state were consulted to develop plans on establishing and managing this trail as it has evolved over time. Past trail maintenance projects focused on trail sustainability by incorporating rock steps and switchbacks. These tactics did not withstand the psychology of the visitor unfamiliar with resource protection who circumvented the trail. Specialists from RMFI and Tony Boone have developed the most recent plan of attack to address this challenging trail management scenario. It is hopeful that this project combined with management changes will provide a long lasting and sustainable scenario. The most recent written management plan of the site, signed in 2015, is an environmental assessment that included detailed impacts to wildlife. The BLM wildlife biologist found that the Proposed Action (which included maintaining a trail) would positively impact aquatic wildlife populations in this riparian area and that less disturbance to the system would create a healthier habitat with reduced nutrient loads, and a lower risk of weeds and disease introductions. Also identified is a golden eagle and peregrine nest site located within one mile of the trail.  However, the biologist analysis found that the distance and lack of a sight line to the nest site was not affecting nesting behavior. It was concluded that the management plan would not alter the current situation with respect to wildlife.
	4 Financial Sustainability 15 Points: An operations and maintenance plan has not been developed for the trail itself. However, a business plan was developed for the sight when planning the fee structure in 2015. This included the cost of one full time staff member devoted to the site throughout the busy period as well as law enforcement support and facility maintenance. Staff members assigned to the site will perform trail maintenance needs, provide education, monitor visitor use and effectiveness of management controls.  In addition, RMFI skill set includes trail maintenance and education. Through the assistance agreement with RMFI, costs associated with trail maintenance would be included in the annual budget request. Enhanced visitor education will play a key role in the success of the trail. New management strategies and changes to limit use and support maintenance may trigger the need to revisit the business plan to determine if the current fee structure needs to be revised.At this time, it is not anticipated that funds from the State Trails grant program will be requested for this trail project in the future. 
	5 Wildlife/Natural Resources 10 Points: The most recent management plan of the site, signed in 2015, included an environmental assessment that detailed impacts to wildlife and natural resources. As noted in the planning section #3 above, the BLM Biologist determined that no changes were needed to minimize the impacts to wildlife. The option to consult with CPW staff is used when there are concerns. Related to this trail maintenance project and prior to the September 8 deadline, both the District and Area Wildlife Managers were contacted about the project.Guffey Gorge is a small 80-acre parcel with the trail following a narrow canyon. The trail crosses Fourmile creek 3 times and runs parallel to the creek. The first trail improvement project in 2008 moved the trail away from the creek in the parallel sections allowing the riparian vegetation to recover. This project was effective for focusing the intensive trail use adjacent to but not along the creek corridor. Since that time, education efforts were focused on Guffey Gorge through the Leave No Trace Hot Spot program. RMFI and BLM staff have also led several Leave No Trace outreach activities over the past few years to educate users on how to recreate responsibly in the outdoors - a component of the training is helping inform users on how to safely interact and respect wildlife. Further efforts are needed to respond to the high and growing popularity of the swimming hole which is not expected to decrease. Limited by the narrow canyon, few management options are available to relocate the trail. This project, which aims to harden the trail surface and keep visitors from traveling off of the trail, coupled with exploring options to limit the number of visitors is all part of an effort to reduce impacts to wildlife and natural resources and at the same time provide a high quality and safe recreation experience.
	6 Public Comment 10 Points: In preparing the 2015 Guffey Gorge Management Plan, the BLM consulted several agencies, groups, adjacent landowners, and publics to understand issues and concerns to develop a comprehensive strategy for managing the site. The BLM presented information to their Resource Advisory Council (RAC) as well as held meetings with Park County Commissioners and the Park County Sheriff. Public meetings were also held in the community of Guffey to understand their desires for the area. A 60-day public comment period was also available for the public to comment on the management plan. Notice for these opportunities to comment and provide input was done through press releases that generated media interest and news articles.The following issues were identified through these meetings and the public input process:● How will the BLM modify the management of Guffey Gorge to reduce visitor use, reduce health and human safety concerns, and reduce environmental impacts, while still providing a primitive to backcountry type of recreation setting?● How can the BLM manage the site to provide improved opportunities for recreational use as well as provide a welcoming atmosphere for visitors of all ages?● Overcrowding of the site and the type of recreational activities within the site has affected the setting of the area. Continuing to allow unlimited visitor use introduces an increase in safety concerns. This will also increase the conflict between the adjacent landowners and visitors to Guffey Gorge. How does the BLM plan on identifying the carrying capacity of Guffey Gorge, and manage visitors to that capacity?● How will the BLM manage for more enforcement and monitoring to Guffey Gorge to ensure rules are being followed and resources are being protected?In response to these comments, the management plan identified adaptive management strategies, including limiting visitor use, and establishing a capacity. With dramatic increases in visitor use observed in 2020 alone, the trail condition, combined with illegal parking and visitor conflicts, indicate that use and demand has exceeded capacity of the site.Neighboring landowners, residents of the area, and surrounding Park County residents have all expressed a dire need for a change in the management situation, particularly limiting visitor use. This is supported by Park County Sheriff’s office who receives a lot of complaints (Fig. 7,8). Volunteers and staff who respond to emergency calls have expressed a strong desire for this project to aid in their ability to meet their mission and to address the problems associated with visitor behavior and volumes of use. Finally, feedback from staff interactions with visitors on site indicate a need for change due to frustrations with parking illegally, questions about when is a quieter time that they can come back, and conflicts with other visitors and staff. This feedback indicates a desire for a quality recreation experience. While not directly addressing the trail maintenance aspect of the area, this indicates improvement should be a high priority and the current state is not sustainable. 
	7 Matching Funds/Partnerships 10 Points: For the past 10+ years, the BLM has partnered with RMFI and VOC to complete trail maintenance and restoration project work. This stewardship has been limited by available funding. Park County is also a management partner. Through their Land and Water Trust Fund they assisted the BLM with grant funds in 2017 to develop the trailhead. In addition, a contract is currently being developed to support Park County Sheriff patrols of the site. To serve as a match for the trail maintenance project, the BLM is contributing $200,000 towards trailhead and parking improvements. Project work includes leveling the parking site with retaining walls to address erosion and facilitate parking delineation.  
	8 Contingency/Ability 5 Points: The BLM office will continue to pursue internal funding sources and leverage user fee dollars to the greatest extent possible to support this project. However, these funds are not sufficient to cover the major lift of bringing the trail up to the standard required for the volume of use it is receiving. If not awarded, the BLM and RMFI will continue to slowly chip away at small portions of the trail, however the larger components of the project are not feasible without a larger source of funding.The BLM has not received State Trails funding in the past several years. A smaller grant was received from Park County Land and Water Trust Fund Board. This grant was successfully managed by the BLM Recreation program with assistance from the Gold Belt Tour Scenic and Historic Byway Association. The grant was called Guffey Gorge, grantor: Park County Land and Water Trust Fund in the amount of $29,227 in 2016. All necessary reporting and closeout requirements were submitted or presented in person as requested by the committee. 


